G’day “hasher”, its Shazza again.
It has been awhile since we last spoke and a few things have happened, all good.
First is the Venue - it is going to be in the Port Douglas Sporting Grounds, that’s between Wharfs
Street, Mowbray Street & Mudlow Street in Port Douglas.
Yes, there may well be some events/runs held in Mossman but we will be providing transport to &
from the sporting fields.
We still have not locked in a Registration venue yet, still having a few beers over the selections but it
will be somewhere in/on Macrossan Street, so it won’t be very far from anything.
If you are looking at accommodation around 4 Mile Beach, where all the best Holiday Homes are plus
golf courses – there are a couple of shuttle services that runs regularly so check out
https://www.tourismportdouglas.com.au/local-buses.955.0.html
Secondly is the Red Dress Run – we are working on it and just trying to secure the venue. Now all we
need to do is get the council, police, venues & locals on side -easy………. Should know more next
news letter.
Me, Bazza, Weed & Mole` went over to US for a couple of weeks for a holiday & thought we would
all do some hashing while there & a bit of promotion for Croc Hash. All good intentions quickly
disappeared when the temperature did not even reach 30 degrees and by that, I mean 30 degrees
Fahrenheit. How’s a little old Croc like me going to survive in that type of weather? There was no
way Weed was going to divest 4 out of my 5 layers of clothing to run in the snow no matter how
pretty it looked.
My hat/beanie/fur lined head covering goes off to all those who Hash in that type of winter weather
and to those good friends in the Apple Isle who would claim 30 degrees Fahrenheit was a balmy
night. Sorry, but I am just used to my positive Celsius temperatures.
Port Douglas in May should be between 25 & 28 deg C during the day & 20 to 24 deg C overnight, so
you might need a light cardie.
We are having the AGM for Croc Hash on Wednesday, March the 7th so if you are in the area please
drop in and have a look. One of the things about an AGM for a Queensland incorporated entity we
have to display an audited set of books and elect/re-elect all positions, so if you are Cairns on that
Wednesday night drop by and say hello, and you might even end up with a job.

On On for now
Shazza
(PA to Bazza)February 2018

